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Category 3 Questioning 
the EPA 2023

Category 4 Top 5 US 
residential wood 

burning States

Category 5 1st 5 of 
states suing the Epa  

(alphabetic)

Category 6 Why 
complaint based system, 
not cert of wood stoves

$200 2020 NSPS in words

$400 Cord wood versus 
crib wood

$600 2 grams per hour

$800 20 feet from stack

$1000 80 feet from 
stack

$200 2023 NAAQS in 
words

$400 annual PM2.5 
NAAQS 

$600 24 hour PM2.5 
NAAQS

$800 WHO in words

$1000 WHO annual PM2.5 
SAFE Level

$200 OIG in Words

$400 OIG Nickname

$600  Why Wood Stove 
Certificaiton  Flawed

$800 Why Alaska want 
more time to comply

$1000 Why vermont 
might sue the EPA

$200 the green mountain 
state

$400 state with acadia 
natonal park

$600 with nickname 
“Land of enchantment”

$800 Nickname 
“treasure State”

$1000 nickname “gem 
state”

$200 Nickname “The last 
frontier”

$400 nickname “the 
prairie state”

$600 nickname “old line 
state”

$800 nickname “the bay 
state”

$1000 nickname “land of 
10,000 lakes”

$200 What organization 
lobbies the Epa re wood 

stove cert.

$400 does wood stove 
cert. show wood stove 

meets PM2.5 NAAQS?

$600  All wood stoves 
sold in 2023 guaranteed 

to meet NSPS?

$800 Wood stove cert. 
upated every 8 years, by 

August 2023?

$1000 EPA timely 
response 10 Attorney 

Generals?
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$200 nsps = New source 
performance standards (for 

wood stoves)

$400 Cord wood is the wood 
most used by residential 

burners

$600 2 grams per hour is 
“safe” limit of PM2.5 

emissions per hour

$800 20 feet from stack  
PM2.5 emissions are 89.3% 

above “safe” NAAQS

$1000 80 feet from stack 
PM2.5 emissions are 10.5% 

above “safe” NAAQS

$200 2023 NAAQS = National 
ambient aIr quality Standars 

PM2.5

$400 annual PM2.5 NAAQS = 
12 micrograms per cubic 

meter

$600 24 hour PM2.5 NAAQS = 
35 micrograms per cubic 

meter

$800 WHO in words = world 
health organization

$1000 WHO annual PM2.5 SAFE 
Level = 5 micrograms per 

meter cubed

$200 OIG in Words = 
Office of the inspector 

general

$400 OIG Nickname = 
Watchdog of the EPA

$600  Why Wood Stove 
Cert.  Flawed = lobbying 

results in loopholes 

$800 Why Alaska want more 
time to comply = Alaska 

feels they are unique , deeply 
polluted

$1000 Why vermont might 
sue the EPA = Vendors want 
certainty so they can seel 

wood stoves

$200 the green mountain 
state = vermont 1st in wood 

stove only  heat source

$400 state with acadia 
national park  = Maine 2nd in 

wood stove only heat source

$600 with nickname “Land of 
enchantment” = new mexico 
3rd in wood stove only heat 

source

$800 Nickname “treasure 
State” = montana 4th in wood 

stove only heat source

$1000 nickname “gem state” 
= idaho 5th in wood stove only 

heat source

$200 Nickname “The last 
frontier” = alaska 1st in 

alphabet suing epa

$400 nickname “the prairie 
state” =  illinois 2nd in 

alphabet suing epa

$600 nickname “old line 
state” = maryland 3rd in 

alphabet suing EPA

$800 nickname “the bay 
state” = Massachusetts 4th in 

alphabet suing EPA

$1000 nickname “land of 
10,000 lakes” = minnesota 5th

in alphabet suing epa

$200 What organization 
lobbies the Epa re wood 

stove cert.? Hearth, patio & 
Barbeque  association

$400 does wood cert. show 
wood stove meets PM2.5 

NAAQS? NO.

$600  All wood stoves sold in 
2023 guaranteed to meet 

NSPS? NO.

$800 Wood stove cert. upated 
every 8 years, by August 

2023? Maybe.

$1000 EPA timely response 10 
Attorney Generals? Maybe.
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